5K
PETER SYMONS ASKS A physiotherapist
advised me not to stretch before I run, but rather
to run really slowly for the first 500 yards and then
stretch. This is contrary to most things I’ve read.
Any thoughts would be appreciated.
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DUFF McLAREN REPLIES Never stretch a
cold muscle. Stretching should only be done after
your body is warmed so try at least running for
10 minutes if you need to stretch. It’s called
dynamic stretching, and it works.

10K
Meredith Fitzmaurice Competing in the Run for Heroes half

STEFANIE ZAGRODNIK ASKS When
training for a longer race I’ve been hill training only once per week. Should I do more
hard hill training or is once enough?

PHAEDRA KENNEDY REPLIES Add
another day of hills only if you’re going to
be racing on a hilly course, otherwise, once
a week is enough. You’ve definitely got all
your bases covered.

LEIGH HENRY ASKS Is it possible to
continue running if you’re trying to build
muscle?

CAROLYN CASKIE REPLIES Depends
on your weekly mileage and nutrition. For
example, 30 miles per week should allow you
to maintain and maybe build some muscle.
Splitting up the workouts is key.

half marathon
Niki Dignard asks During my half
two weeks ago I developed ITBS, I’ve gone
to physio and I feel great, I can do up to 7K
with no pain. Beyond that though it gets
sore. What do I do?

Shannon Summers REPlies A
foam roller works wonders. You can use it on
your IT band and your calf. I also find that an
over-the-counter muscle rub like Myoflex
relieves some of the tension in tight muscles.

Nicole RakowsKI asks I had a
great time running in the half marathon on
Saturday, but I had extremely sore hips and
thighs. I also developed severe blisters in
both of my feet. Anyone have any advice?

connie tong replies Get proper shoes
and train with a group like the Running Room
because they not only provide extra motivation
but they also analyzed my foot and recommended the best footwear.

Connie Lin asks I’m preparing
for my first half marathon and have participated in a few 5Ks. How do I move up such a
big distance?

DUFF McLAREN REPLIES Begin with
a 10-16 week training period where you run
perhaps four times a week with one long run
each weekend. Each long run should increase
about 10% each week with a goal of running
18K without stopping. Right left repeat.

marathon
Rodney Maclean asks How do
you motivate yourself when you’re into a
long run and at some point, your mind is
battling with you to stop?

Niki dignard replies I run with the
Running Room on distance days. When alone
though, I remind myself that if I stop I still
have to get home somehow and walking will
take twice as long! Also, create a playlist of
songs that make you want to run forever.

SHANNON SUMMERS asks Which
workout is more efficient to increase speed:
hills on my regular runs or speed intervals on
the treadmill?

Meridith harmaN REPLIES Speed
workouts are more efficient than hills in
terms of getting faster, quicker.

PERRY CURISTON asks On my last run,
the ball of my right foot started to hurt. Any
ideas what would cause this? I run about 90K
per week.
STEPHEN BOGARDO REPLIES The
cause is repetitive stress on the affected area,
often but not always following a sudden
increase in training intensity. Proper footwear
can make all the difference.
paolo di petta asks It feels like gains
from my running training alone have hit a
plateau. What cross-training can I do reach
the next level?
ben kaplan REPLIES Hit the rowing
machine, dude. Works your back, legs, arms and
entire core and has zero impact on your joints.
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It works like this
Carolyn Caskie went to

eachcoach.com
and asked: I recently
completed a 100-miler.
How do I get out of the
post-goal funk?
We sent her question to
Mike Heath, and he said:
Get a massage, eat junk food,
go on vacation. There’s more
to life than running
(seriously!).
On Twitter, we share tips
& keep you motivated via

@eachcoach

our featured run
We reached out to participants of this weekend’s BMO Okanagan
Marathon and asked them: In what areas would you like to receive
coaching? On Oct. 12 and 13, members will have a chance to put
their tips to the test. Sign up for the 5K, 10K, half marathon and
marathon at okanaganmarathon.ca.

Joshua Fraser asks Less than a week
out from my marathon. What should the final
week of training contain?

Jennifer Wilson replies Cut way
down to a few fun runs the week prior. Make
sure to rest the day before, drink lots of water
and stretch plenty!
Colin Lewis asks I finished my half in
Edmonton and about an hour after my ankle
was tender and made it hard to walk. What
would cause this and how can I prevent it for
this weekend’s race?

marathon last month in Amherstburg, Ont., Fitzmaurice made a
wrong turn, ran the full marathon instead and ended up qualifying
for Boston. It was her first marathon! Age 34 Profession Elementary school teacher Favourite running song Final Countdown, Europe Favourite pre-race meal Chicken wrap How’d you start running? High school cross-country If you could run with anyone,
who would it be? My sons My sneakers are New Balance 1080 V3
My next race is The Detroit Free Press Marathon

audrey stibbe asks What did you
learn from your first marathon experience
and how will this effect future training?
meredith fitzmaurice replies
To never stop believing in myself and to trust my
training. I now know what I’m capable of and it
can help me achieve my goals.

Jennifer Robinson asks I just did
the Run for the Cure and helped someone else
achieve a personal best. What do you say to yourself as a parent to keep fitness a top priority?
meredith fitzmaurice replies
Being a mom of two boys ages six and three, it’s all
about finding the time to fit in my running without
taking away from my family. Creating a balance
between running, work and my family makes me a
happier, more well-rounded person overall.

TONY LESLIE asks At what point do
you let an injury cancel your marathon? I’ve
had a lower groin strain for two weeks.

meredith fitzmaurice replies The
groin is a muscle that needs time to heal. If it’s
going to do further damage, either withdraw altogether or take days off as you’re in the tapering
phase. Health first, plenty of marathons out there.

duff mclaren asks My time goal for the
Scotiabank Toronto Waterfront Marathon is 3:55.
My 23K training run was averaging 5:30-per-K
pace. What tips do you have to maintain that pace
for the next 20K?

meredith fitzmaurice replies
Typically, runners may hit the wall in the last 3-6
miles. So, in order to compensate time-wise, stay
consistent through 1-20 as runners will always feel
it in the last leg regardless if you save some for the
end or not. Keep up the quick pace and you’ll
compensate for the toughness of those last miles.

Foruzan Velji asks I ran 3 miles and I
am trying to work on increasing speed.

meredith fitzmaurice replies
There are two ways to do that: Intervals (e.g. 1K
repeats x 4-6 with 3-5 minute rests in between)
or Fartlek running (which is adding little bursts
to your normal runs). It’s ratio running: 2 minute
jog, 30 seconds hard with a 4 to 1 ratio. You can
always increase your hard time.

Ashley Brown asks I’m running 10K
each week for the next eight weeks to get myself
(mentally) in shape for my first half marathon. How
do I avoid injury and cramping?
meredith fitzmaurice replies Injuries can arise from improper stretching and overtraining. Stay consistent with your training and
follow your plan. If you’re having some aches and
pains, don’t be afraid to take some time off. Proper
hydration will help to eliminate cramps.

Bonnie Stanfield asks After
walking/running the 5K Run for the Cure in the
rain, I’m wondering if I should have done anything different due to the changing elements.

meredith fitzmaurice replies
I dress according to the weather when the race
starts. I may layer and take off the long-sleeve as
needed as my body temperature warms up quickly
while racing.

Shawn Davies replies The cause can be
many things, wearing the wrong type of shoe, not
training enough, not training properly and training
too much. Minimal shoes might also be the
problem. Get it checked out by a sports doctor!

Other EachCoachers who
trained with us this week:
Joy Shepherd • Yaron Haik • Janet Adams • Alice Mackinnon

And more of our friends from
the BMo OKANAGAN Marathon:

Connie Tong asks I’m debating
whether I should attempt to climb up the
CN Tower the day before my marathon for a
charity event. Can I think of it as cross-training
or am I crazy?

meredith fitzmaurice replies I’d
advise against doing the CN Tower steps the day
before your marathon.

Mark Amurao • Terry Mount • Valerie Regier • Valerie McGarvie • Alana Clark •
Hayley Melnyk • Meridith S. Harman • Denis Therrien • Naomi Miles •

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

